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8th Grade ELA - Honors  

Mrs. Jonna Wallis 

Desert Canyon Middle School 

jwallis@susd.org 

480-484-4600 ext. 44509 

Course Description 

Honors ELA is a rigorous and challenging academic course. Our goal is to provide learning experiences 

which are accelerated and go into deeper and more complex analyses of course curriculum.  After 

completing Honors ELA throughout middle school, students will be ready to take on the challenges of 

Honors, Advanced Placement (AP), and International Baccalaureate (IB) courses in high school.  Honors 

classes will provide learning experiences which are accelerated and go into deeper and more complex 

levels.  

Honors courses will include: 

● more choice (actively engaging students in collaborative decisions about what they will study, the 

pace and methods of study, and how they will share what they’ve learned) 

● challenge (acceleration, depth, and complexity)   

While the goal of honors classes is not to require more homework, honors homework assignments will 

likely be more complex and require deeper thought than homework for general classes.  

All students are working toward the same goal: the ability to communicate and collaborate effectively, 

think critically, and develop their creativity. Honors and general classes will both use the same district 

curriculum and will both follow AZ Career and College Readiness Standards.  Class sizes will be similar 

between general and honors classes. 

Question: What is the difference between general and honors ELA? 

Students with one area or more of giftedness in the mid to high 90s are considered gifted and are served 

in the regular or honors classroom. 

All honors schoolwork is based in the core curriculum, but is modified through depth, complexity, novelty 

and/or acceleration (acceleration may yield more work for honors and gifted students, but the work is 

quality-based and not repetitive or based in drills) The honors homework will be more complex and 

thought-provoking to challenge these students.  

General Curriculum Honors Curriculum 

Grade appropriate texts e.g. The Giver, plain 

language summaries of primary source 

Challenging texts e.g. Fahrenheit 451, primary 

sources 
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Large and small group discussion—questions 

focus on comprehension and analysis 

Socratic Seminars, debates which focus on analysis 

and synthesis 

Project-based Learning—projects are 

structured with clear guidelines 

PBL—projects are open-ended, encourage 

creativity, based on student choice 

Group work—structured and monitored by 

teacher; teacher may assign roles 

Group work—students make choices and rotate 

roles 

Differentiation of Curriculum is based on 

tiered assignments, student choice 

Differentiation of Curriculum provides for depth 

and complexity, includes extension menus or 

learning centers 

Learning—is monitored by teacher with 

reflection built in, includes goals, interactive 

notebooks 

Learning –is driven by teacher and students, 

includes goals, interactive notebooks, portfolios. 

Assessments are varied 

 

Essential Questions  

● To what extent can a perfect or ideal society exist? 

● How do the elements of a novel develop a story? 

● How does learning from the past help us navigate through present-day challenges? 

● Why is it important for people and cultures to construct narratives about their experiences? 

● What makes an argument effective? 

● How can rhetorical strategies enhance written and oral research-based arguments? 

● How can voices provoke change? 

● How do institutions use propaganda to promote and affect social change? 

● What makes an effective performance of a comedy? 

● How do writers and speakers use humor to convey truth? 

● What are the elements of satire? 

Classroom Expectations 

● No cell phones unless the use is prompted by the teacher. Phones and all other electronic devices 

are expected to be stored off and in the student’s backpack during all hours of the school day 

(lunch included). 

● Arrive on time and ready to learn as soon as the bell for class rings.  

● Write all upcoming assignments in your student agenda.  

● Bring all necessary materials to class every day.  

 

Behavior Policies  

The DCMS code of conduct holds true in the ELA classroom. The goal is to recognize and reward positive 

behavior. Those who have difficulties maintaining positive behavioral expectations will need remediation, 

support from me on how to improve, and possible consequences with a BAP (behavior adjustment plan). 

Major behavior issues will result in immediate office referral.   
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Key Concepts: 

Reading  

➔ Analyze text for theme, ideas, structure, and characterization 

➔ Relate critical ideas to the novel study which go above and beyond the basic theme.  

➔ Identify explicit textual evidence and cite it correctly 

➔ Make inferences and provide support using several pieces from the text 

➔ Analyze connections and distinctions made amongst individuals, ideas and events. 

➔ Analyze and evaluate texts for argumentative ideas, structure and language. 

➔ Evaluate and compare texts for credibility. 

➔ Analyze how authors create humor to reveal a universal truth and theme. 

➔ Identify elements of satire and how these elements convey a universal truth. 

Writing 

➔ Write a literary analysis essay.  

➔ Develop a strong thesis that is relevant to support discussion of a topic. 

➔ Follow a logical and smooth organizational structure that includes details and research to support 

a thesis. 

➔ Demonstrate a deep command of the conventions of standard English grammar, usage, and 

language (including active v. passive voice) 

➔ Develop arguments using logical reasoning, relevant evidence, and persuasive appeals and other 

rhetorical strategies. 

➔ Develop informative/explanatory essays using the comparison/contrast organizational structure. 

➔ Write an analysis of a high level humorous text. 

Language 

➔ Demonstrate high-level knowledge of conventions and language (understand and correctly use 

all parts of speech). 

➔ Use a higher level of organization in the writing process. 

➔ Properly cite a variety of sources in research. 

Grading 

➔ There are two categories for weighted grades: 

◆ Assessment   80% 

◆ Homework/Coursework 20% 

➔ Grades are updated weekly on Synergy. If a student has a question regarding a score, they can 

bring the assignment to me to discuss it.  

Late Work Policy 

➔ Assignments that are not turned in on the due date will receive a 10% penalty based on the 

earned grade.  
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District Honors Novel List  

➔ Animal Farm by George Orwell 

➔ Uglies by Scott Westerfield 

➔ The Pearl by John Steinbeck 

➔ Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury 

➔ Unbroken by Laura Hillenbrand 

➔ Dead End in Norvelt by Jack Gantos 

➔ The Book Thief by Markus Zusak 

 

Honors ELA Competitions 

● Daughters of the American Revolution 

● Polly Rosenbaum  

● Spring competitions TBD 

Communication 

I can be easily reached via email: jwallis@susd.org.  

Plagiarism Policy 

Any student who knowingly turns in any work that has been done by someone other than himself or 

herself, and fraudulently represents it as his/her own, shall be considered to have cheated.  Cheating also 

includes aiding someone else in cheating, the use or preparation of written, pictorial, or other materials 

not authorized by the instructor during an assessment, the use of testing materials obtained previous to 

the assessment date, or plagiarism of any kind. 

The first violation of cheating will be handled at the classroom level and will result in: 

● Parent notification 

● Administration notification 

● Redo of the assignment without cheating and with added supervision or conditions; the final 

grade for this assignment may be reduced up to 50% as a consequence for the cheating. 

● Students who cheat regularly will also be subject to an office referral.  

 

 

 

 

 


